
Preferred way of communicating: Telephone                    Whatsapp                    Email                   Skype

Source of funds:

Salary       (Average monthly income                                  )      Savings                           Investments            Loan             

Other:

Please confirm if the funds will be coming from an account in your own name:

Please confirm if the funds will be going to an account in your own name:

If not, please provide details: 

As this is a financial transaction, we are required to verify your identity and obtain copies of certain documents.

ID document        (upload) 

Selfie         (upload) 

Latest proof of address       (upload) 

Client Registration Form 

Is this the first time you are making an international payment?  

Are you a South African Resident?  

Are you sending money out of South Africa?

Are you a tax resident in any country other than South Africa

What is the purpose of your transaction?

Discretionary allowance (< R1m this calendar year)                      Foreign investment (a R10m additional annual allowance)

Special Dispensation (> R11m this calendar year)                    Immigrating                Formal Financial Immigration              Loan

Repatriating funds previously introduced into South Africa         Inheritance payout          Cryptocurrency investment

Introducing funds into South Africa        Other:

Please note certain types of transactions require SARB/SARS approvals and additional documents. One of the Secure FX specialists will be in touch to 
explain things further.

How soon are you looking to make the transfer?
As soon as possible       This month sometime               No rush, as long as the rate is good 
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Lets get started
 

STEP 1 : First tell us a little about what you are wanting to do... 

STEP 2: Now it's time to find out a little more about you...

 ID/Passport No:Full Name:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Place of birth: Nationality:

Nature of Business:Occupation:

SECURE
FX

Current Residential Address: 

 

Email: Mobile:
 

 

Other: 

Contact Details:

1

The last part of the process is to obtain permission for Secure FX to;

• Open and manage the relevant accounts to facilitate your transaction

• Negotiate with the Authorised Dealer for the best possible rate

• Execute the documentation related to your transaction

• Open an internet banking profile on your account

• Obtain the necessary regulatory approvals 

And that's it, you will receive an email shortly confirming all of the above information. Please review and confirm. 
To do this, Secure FX have selected to use Adobe 2-factor authentication as it provides a secure channel for all your information. 

Should you have any questions, please contact us at register@securefx.co.za or call us on 021 204 2124.

 

STEP 3: The final step...

Thank you for choosing Secure FX to move your money today.
Secure FX is a registered entity 2019/02032/07 | SFX2019 Form A00i090
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